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Application of Matroid Method in
Kinematic Analysis of Parallel
Axes Epicyclic Gear Trains
A novel method for kinematic analysis of parallel-axes epicyclic gear trains is presented,
called the incidence and transfer method, which uses the incidence matrices associated
with the edge-oriented graph associated to the mechanism and the transfer joints (teeth
contact joints). Relative to such joints, a set of independent equations can be generated
for calculating the angular positions, velocities, and accelerations. Complete kinematic
equations are obtained in matrix form using a base of circuits from a cycle matroid. The
analysis uses the relationships between the number of mobile links, number of joints, and
number of circuits in the base of circuits, together with the Latin matrix (whose entries
are function of the absolute values of the partial gear ratios of the transmission). Cal-
culating the rank of the Latin matrix can identify singularities, like groups of gears that
rotate as a whole. Relationships between the output and input angular velocities and
accelerations are then determined in a matrix-based approach without using any deriva-
tive operations. The proposed method has general applicability and can be employed for
systems with any number of gears and degrees of freedom, as illustrated by the numerical

examples presented. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2337310�
Introduction
The most commonly used method for kinematic analysis of

arallel axes epicyclic gear trains �EGTs� is the Willis method of
otion inversion �1�. Analytic methods of generating the kine-
atic equations of EGTs based on the relative motions within the
echanism are also available �2–5�, as well as graphical methods

2,5�. The latter are difficult to implement in computer algorithms,
eing however useful to check the results obtained using other
nalytical methods. The above methods lack generality, and can
ecome cumbersome in case of gear trains with a large number of
ears and multiple degrees of freedom. Tabular methods �6–8�
eveloped based on Willis’ inversion method are somehow easier
o apply but they cannot be extended to transmissions with non-
arallel axes. In recent years, new methods have been developed
sing the graph associated with the mechanism and the fundamen-
al circuit concept �9–14�. In case of non-oriented graphs, the
undamental circuits required to generate the kinematic equations
f the EGTs can be identified using the adjacency matrix �15� and
ncidence matrix method �16,17�. The generation of the adjacency

atrix of the non-oriented graphs associated with the mechanism
equires either defining some general rules �15� or using a modulo
approach �16�, while the use of incidence matrices is a straight-

orward, easy to apply method �17�. Algorithms based on these
ethods were developed for transmission error computation �16�,
hich can lead to unfavorable behavior of the real transmission

18,19�. In an earlier paper by the first author �20�, oriented-graph
nd the incidence-matrix methods were also used in the design
nd analysis of planar and spatial mechanisms.

Matroid Theory �which combines the properties of graphs and
atrices� appears to be less known to the mechanism community.
atroids were used to define the rigidity of trusses �21,22� and in

he study of electrical and mechanical systems �23�. An efficient
inematic and dynamic analysis of mechanical systems using a
ase of circuits from a cycle matroid was developed in �24�.

In this paper a systematic approach for the generation the kine-
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matic equations of any EGT, that is suited to computer implemen-
tation and automatic generation of the respective equations, is
proposed.

2 Oriented Graphs Attached to Kinematic Chains

2.1 Link and Joint Numbering. For the case of an epicyclic
transmission with n mobile links and k joints, link numbering
begins with 0 assigned to the ground element �casing� continuing
up to n for the other mobile links. Additionally, the turning joints
and meshing joints �also called transfer joints� are assigned num-
bers between n+1 and n+k−c and between n+k−c+1 and n+k
respectively.

Figure 1�a� shows the numbering in a typical EGT mechanism
with n=4 mobile links: 1 �sun gear�, 2 �ring gear�, 3 �carrier�, and
4 �planet gear�. There are k=6 joints �5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10�, with k
−c=4 turning joints �5, 6, 7, 8� and c=2 meshing �transfer� joints
�9, 10�.

2.2 EGT Associated Graph. A graph G= �V ,E� is defined as
a collection of m=n+1 vertices V= �v0 ,v1 , . . . ,vn� connected by a
set of k edges E= �e1 ,e2 , . . . ,ek� �25�. A path is defined as a se-
quence �v0 ,e1 ,v1 ,e2 , . . . ,vn�, with all vertices v0 to vn different.
A path with v0=vn is a circuit �cycle). In a connected graph G, by
cutting one by one the c edges contained in its circuits, a spanning
tree of the graph �further noted B� is obtained �26�. A spanning
tree contains the same number of vertices m as the graph and has
m−1=n edges. The set of c cut edges is called a complement set
E�G�–E�B� and will be further represented as dashed lines inside
the graph. If e is one of the edges from the complement set, then
B� �e� contains one circuit. Repeating this procedure for all edges
of the complement set, one could get c independent circuits. For a
graph G Euler’s formula �21� holds:

c = k − n �1�
For the sample mechanism in Fig. 1�a�, Fig. 1�b� shows its

associated graph. This graph has m=5 vertices: V�G�
= �0,1 ,2 ,3 ,4� and k=6 edges: E�G�= �5,6 ,7 ,8 ,9 ,10�. The span-
ning tree has m=5 vertices: V�B1�=V�G�= �0,1 ,2 ,3 ,4�, and n
=4 edges: E�B1�= �5,6 ,7 ,8�.
The complement set of cut edges shown in dashed line is:
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�G�–E�B1�= �9,10�, and contains c=2 edges corresponding to
he transfer joints �meshing joints� of the mechanism. The set c
k−n=2 independent circuits is �C9 ,C10� and is obtained adding
ne by one the edges from the complement set to the spanning
ree, as follows: adding edges labeled 9 and 10, the circuits C9
�5,7 ,8 ,9�, and C10= �6,7 ,8 ,10� are obtained. This set �C9 ,C10�
ill be further called a base of independent circuits.

2.3 Graph Edges Orientation. An oriented-edge graph is
alled a digraph. To each edge e, a pair of numbers �v− ,v+� is
ssigned according to the desired input/output parameters, and the
dge is represented as an arrow oriented from vertex v− to vertex
+. For example, if joint e �edge graph� connects links 1 to the
xed link 0, then the pair �v− ,v+�= �0,1� will be assigned to it.
or the oriented graph in Fig. 1�b� the following node-edge con-
ections exist:

5 → �0,1�,6 → �0,2�,7 → �0,3�,8 → �3,4�,9 → �1,4�,10 → �4,2� .

Matrix Description of the Oriented Graph

3.1 Incidence Vertex-Edge Matrix 0�. Various matrix repre-
entations of graphs have been proposed, the most commonly be-
ng the incidence vertex-edge matrix. This �m�k� matrix 0� has
ts entries gm,k equal to −1 if v=v−, equal to +1 if v=v+, and equal
o 0 for all other vertices. Consequently, each column k will have

−1 and a +1 entry corresponding to the two vertices connected
y the respective edge. For the oriented graph in Fig. 1�b�, the
ncidence matrix will therefore be:

�2�

3.2 Reduced Incidence Vertex-Edge Matrix. This �n�k�
atrix � is obtained by deleting from the incidence vertex-edge
atrix the first row corresponding to the fixed link. Euler’s for-
ula, k=n+c, also holds for the graph attached to the epicyclic

ransmission mechanism with n mobile links �vertices graph�, k
oints �edges graph�, and c independent circuits. As a conse-
uence, the reduced-incidence matrix is partitioned in two subma-
rices: a �n�n� matrix G, with the number of columns equal to
he number of turning joints �edges of the spanning tree�, and a

*

Fig. 1 „a… EGT mechanism and „b… graph and circuits
n�c� matrix G, with the number of columns equal to the num-
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ber of meshing joints �transfer-complement edges� of the mecha-
nism. For the oriented graph in Fig. 1�b�, the reduced incidence
matrix will therefore be:

�3�

3.3 Path Matrix of the Oriented Graph. This �n�n� matrix
Z constructed from the spanning tree has its entries zn,k defined as
follows: zn,k=−1 if edge k belongs to the path from vertex 0
�ground� to vertex n and is oriented away from vertex 0; zn,k=
+1 if edge k belongs to the path from the vertex 0 to vertex n and
is oriented toward vertex 0, and zn,k=0 if edge k does not belong
on the path.

For the mechanism in Figs. 1�a� and three of the spanning trees
are shown in Fig. 2; the path matrix for tree �a� in Fig. 2�a� being:

�4�
One can check that the following relations, important to the kine-
matic analysis of the mechanism, hold:

ZG = GZ = − U and ZTGT = GTZT = − U �5�

where U is the �n�n� unit matrix.

3.4 Spanning-Tree Matrix. This �c�n� matrix B is defined
based on the incidence matrices Z and *G as follows:

B = *GTZT �6�

where the superscript T designates the transpose operation.

3.5 Independent Circuit-Edge Incidence Matrix. This �c
�k� matrix I has c rows equal to the number of independent
circuits and k columns corresponding to the edges of the graph.
Since k=n+c, the matrix I is partitioned in two submatrices: a
�c�n� matrix B, with the number of columns equal to number of
turning joints �edges of spanning tree� and a �c�c� unit matrix *U
with the number of columns equal to the number of meshing
joints �transfer-complement edges�:

I = �Bc,n
*Uc,c � �7�

An ic,k entry could be either equal to −1, +1, or 0 as follows. A −1
entry denotes the column label of the edge belonging to the circuit
and oriented in opposite direction to the path �clockwise or coun-
terclockwise according to the orientation of the edge cut�. A+1
entry denotes the column label of the edge belonging to the circuit
and having the same direction as the path. A 0 entry indicates that
the respective edge does not belong to the circuit. The graph in

Fig. 2 Spanning trees for the graph
Fig. 1�b� has as a set of two independent circuits �the two rows of
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�, both in clockwise direction. Therefore, its circuit-edge indepen-
ent matrix I will be:

�8�

3.6 Cycle Matroid Fundamentals. Matroids are generaliza-
ions of graphs and matrices �27�. Let � be a �n�k� matrix with E
eing the set of column labels, and I being a collection of subsets
f E for which the set of columns labeled by I is linearly inde-
endent. The set E and the members of I are the underlying set
nd the independent sets. According to �21,25,28�, the set I satis-
es the conditions:

1. I is nonempty;
2. every subset of every member of I is also in I �hereditary

condition�; and
3. if X and Y are in I and �X � = �Y � +1, then there is an

element x in X−Y such that Y � �x� is in I �augmentation
condition�.

Consider a graph G= �V ,E�, where E is the edge set, V is the
ertex set. Let I be the set of subsets of E that do not contain all
f the edges of any cycle of G. The pair M�G�= �E , I� is called a
ycle matroid. The bases are the sets of edges of a spanning tree
f G, and are maximally independent sets: �B�E �B is the set of a
panning tree of G�. The circuits are the sets of edges which form
ycles in G, and are minimally dependent sets: �C�E �C is the set
f edges of a simple cycle of G�. The cycle matroid M�G� is
efined also in terms of its circuits. Based on properties 1–3
bove, it was shown that for the collection C of circuits of a
atroid the following properties hold �27�:

4. the empty set is not in C;
5. no member is a proper subset of another member of C;

and
6. if C1 and C2 are members of C and e�C1�C2, then

�C1�C2�− �e� contains a member of C.

The bases are maximum independent sets of cycles, and their
ndependency is evidenced by the independent rows in the inci-
ence circuit edges matrix.

Example. For the graph in Fig. 1�b�, the set E of column labels
s �5,6 ,7 ,8 ,9 ,10�. Some sets of maximal linear independent col-
mns �bases� in matrix �, Eq. �3� are: B1= �5,6 ,7 ,8�, B2
�5,6 ,7 ,9�, and B3= �5,6 ,7 ,10�. The edges labeled by the bases
orrespond to the spanning trees, as shown in Fig. 2. A collection
f minimally dependent sets of columns �circuits� in matrix � are:
9= �5,7 ,8 ,9�, C10= �6,7 ,8 ,10�, and C9+10= �5,6 ,9 ,10�. The
ases of circuits are maximum independent sets of cycles:
C9 ,C10�, �C9 ,C9+10�, �C10,C9+10� and they also describe the
ycle matroid. Notice that the set �C9 ,C10,C9+10� is not included
ecause is not an independent set. From the incidence circuit
dges matrix C:

�9�

t can be seen that the entries on the third row can be obtained by
dding the first and the second row, therefore the set
C9 ,C10,C9+10� is dependent. Fig. 2�a� shows the spanning tree
or the base of independent circuits �C9 ,C10� the circuit-edge in-
ependent matrix of which was computed with Eq. �8�. Fig. 2�b�
nd 2�c� show the other two spanning trees corresponding to the

ases of independent circuits �C9 ,C9+10�, and �C10,C9+10�. The

ournal of Mechanical Design
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following first important rule applies:
RULE 1. The kinematic analysis developed on each of the bases

of independent circuits in the cycle matroid leads to the same
result, which means that it is sufficient to be performed on only
one of the bases of independent circuits.

3.7 Joint-Position Matrix. This �c�k� matrix Y has its en-
tries defined as the product ic,k ·yk,k, where yk and y*k are the y
coordinates of joint k and complement edge *k, respectively. The
term ic,k is the entry from the incidence matrix I and y*k,k is
defined as: y*k,k=yk−y*k. Matrix Y can be partitioned into two
submatrices: a �c�n� matrix R, and a �c�c� matrix *O with zero
entries. For the graph in Fig. 1�b�, this partitioning is:

Y = �y9,5 0 y9,7 − y9,8 y9,9 0

0 − y10,6 y10,7 y10,8 0 y10,10
	 = �Rc,n

*Oc,c �

�10�

It is to be noticed that submatrix R above is a function of the pitch
diameters d1, d2, d4�, d4� of the sun, ring, and of the two wheels in
the compound planet 4 as follows:

�y9,5 0 y9,7 − y9,8

0 − y10,6 y10,7 y10,8
	 = �− d1/2 0 d1/2 − d4�/2

0 d2/2 − d2/2 − d4�/2
	

�11�

3.8 Latin Matrix. This is a �c�n� matrix � whose entries
are computed with the following relation:

� = RGT �12�
The Latin matrix is important to the kinematic analysis in that

its entries are the coefficients of the velocity equations. If the
equation n=E+c �that will be derived in the next paragraph� is
applied to a mechanism with E degrees of freedom and c cycles,
then the Latin matrix is partitioned into two submatrices: a �c
�E� matrix L, and a �c�c� matrix 0L as follows:

� = �Lc,E
0Lc,c � �13�

Similarly to matrix R, the entries of the Latin matrix � are
functions of the pitch diameters of the wheels, as shown in Eq.
�14� for the actual case of the mechanism in Fig. 1�b�:

�y9,5 0 y7,8 y8,9

0 y6,10 y8,7 y10,8
	 = �− d1/2 0 �d1 + d4��/2 − d4�/2

0 d2/2 �d4� − d2�/2 − d4�/2
	

�14�

Relation Between Number of Joints, Links, Fundamental
Circuits and Degrees of Freedom. When all constraints of a
planar EPG mechanism with n moving links are suspended, there
will be a total of 3n mobilities. The turning joints kr in the mecha-
nism, each allowing only one mobility, will reduce these 3n mo-
bilities by 2kr. In turn, meshing joints kc, each with a mobility of
two, will further reduce this number by kc. Thus the Kutzbach
criterion �29� for the total number of degrees of freedom of the
mechanism becomes:

E = 3n − 2kr − kc �15�
Since for the case of gear trains the number of mobile links

equals the number of turning joints kr=n, the total number of
joints will therefore be k=kr+kc=n+kc. By equating k from Eul-
er’s equation for the associated graph: k=n+c, one can conclude
that kc=c �i.e., the number of meshing joints equals the number of
independent circuits� a conclusion also reached by Tsai �12� in a
different approach. With these findings the above relation �15�
simplifies to:
E = n − c �16�
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Velocity Analysis for Gear Trains With Parallel Axes
f Rotation

4.1 Absolute Angular Velocity Matrix. � is a �n�1� col-
mn vector. Its entries are the absolute velocities �velocities rela-
ive to the fixed frame� assigned to all vertices, i.e., the links of
he mechanism �gears and gear carriers�. In order to have deter-

inate motion, for an EGT mechanism with E degrees of free-
om, E independent absolute velocities must be known. Since n
E+c, then the � column matrix can be partitioned into one
nown �input� �E of dimension E and one unknown �output�
ector �c of dimension c, respectively:

� = ��E �c �T �17�
For the actual case of the mechanism in Fig. 1, the velocity
atrix is:

� = ��1 �2 �3 �4 �T �18�

4.2 Absolute Angular Velocity Equation. As will be shown
ater, the absolute angular velocities of the mobile links are given
y:

� · � = 0c �19�

ith 0c the �c�1� zero column vector. For each meshing joint kc

he tooth ratio ik is defined as a positive number ik=Nt /Nh
dt /dh, where Nt is the number of teeth of the input gear �the tail
ertex in the graph�, Nh is the number of teeth of the output gear
the head vertex in the graph�; dt and dh are the pitch diameters of
he respective gears.

Dividing each row by the respective pitch diameter, the Latin
atrix � is transformed and becomes function of the teeth

umbers.
For the graph in Fig. 1�b�, the teeth ratios are i9=N1 /N4�

d1 /d4� and i10=N4� /N2=d4� /d2.
Dividing the first row in the corresponding Eq. �19� by d4� and

he second row by d2 the following new form is obtained:

�− i9 0 i9 + 1 − 1

0 1 i10 − 1 − i10
	 · 
�1

]

�4
� = �0

0
 �20�

4.3 Solution of the Angular Velocity Equation. In Eq. �19�
here are E known input angular velocities and a number of n
E=c unknown angular velocities �equal to the number of equa-

ions�. Therefore the solution of Eq. �19� will be of the form:

��c� = − �0L�−1�Lc,E���E� �21�
For the mechanism in Fig. 1�a�, and for all possible input/

utput combinations, Equation �21� yields the following four pos-
ible solutions:

�1� Input: �E = ��1 �3 �T · Output:�c = ��2

�4


=
− i9i10�1 + �i9i10 + 1��3 �22�

Table 1 Velocity ratios and determinants of Matrix 0L

es,r
c ec,r

s es,c
r er,c

s er,s
c ec,s

r

elocity ratio
e

1

1 − e

1

e

e − 1

1

1 − e

1

e

e − 1

e

eterminant 1 1 e−1 e−1 −e −e
�
− i9�1 + �i9 + 1��3
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�2� Input: �E = ��1 �2 �T · Output: �c = ��3

�4


= � i9i10/�i9i10 + 1��1 + 1/�i9i10 + 1��2

�i9i10 − i9�/�i9i10 + 1��1 + �i9 + 1�/�i9i10 + 1��2


�23�

�3� Input: �E = ��2 �3 �T Output: �c = ��1

�4


��− 1/i9i10�2 + �i9i10 + 1�/i9i10�3

1/i10�2 + �i10 − 1�/i10�3
 �24�

�4� Input: �E = ��3 �4 �T · Output: �c = ��1

�2


= ��1 + 1/i9��3 − 1/i9�4

�1 − i10��3 + i10�4
 �25�

It is to be noticed that when solving the above set of Eqs. �20�
in the unknowns i9 and i10, Willis form of the kinematic equations
for each circuit is obtained:

i9 = −
�4 − �3

�1 − �3
and i10 = +

�2 − �3

�4 − �3
�26�

The minus sign in front of the first fraction shows that the
relative rotations �3,4, �3,1 are opposite while the plus sign in
front of the second equation shows that �3,2 and �3,4 are in the
same direction.

The velocity ratio, defined as the ratio of the output to input
angular velocities �30�, and noted ei,o

f �i, o, and f stand for input,
output, and fixed link, respectively�, can also be calculated and
has been gathered in Table 1. One can conclude that the determi-
nants of 0L matrices are the denominators in the velocity ratios,
and for any negative value e=−i9 · i10, there are four positive and
two negative values of the velocity ratios.

4.4 Potential Group of Wheels Rotating as a Whole. These
are wheels that have the same absolute angular velocity. The sys-
tem of Eq. �19� can be written in the following form:

�Lc,E
0Lc,c �� �E

- - -
�c

 = �0c� �27�

and the equivalent system is obtained

�� 0Lc,c �� 1
- - -
�c

 = �0c� �28�

where the �c�1� column matrix � is obtained by multiplying the
�c�E� matrix L with the known �input� matrix �E

��� = 
�1

�
�c
� = �Lc,E���E� �29�

By applying Cramer rule to the system �28�, the following so-
lution is obtained:

1

�
=

�E+1

�− 1�2E+1�E+1
=

�E+2

�− 1�2E+2�E+2
= ¯ =

�E+c

�− 1�2E+c�E+c

�30�

The determinant �=det�0L� is obtained removing the first col-
umn in matrix �� 0L �, while the determinants: �E+1, �E+2, �E+c

are obtained by removing one by one the next c columns.

If two or more wheels have the same scalar angular velocities
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i.e., same values for the numerators labeled in the above equa-
ions�, then the determinants �denominators� labeled with the
ame numbers should also be equal.

Based on the analysis of the circuits, a method to detect degen-
rate structures in planetary gear trains was also developed in
31�.

4.5 Relative Angular Velocity Matrix. �̂ is a �k�1� column
atrix of entries �̂k=�t,h= +�h−�t i.e. the relative angular ve-

ocities assigned to all edges �joints� as the difference of absolute
elocities. The pair of numbers +1 and −1 is the same as in the
olumns of matrix �. Since k=n+c, the matrix �̂ is partitioned
nto two submatrices: a �n�1� column matrix �̂n whose entries
re the n relative velocities in the turning joints �edges of the
panning tree�, and a �c�1� matrix *�̂c with crelative velocities
n the meshing joints �complement set edges�

�̂ = ��̂n
*�̂c �T �31�

For the graph in Fig. 1�b�, the column matrix of the relative
ngular velocities has the following form:

��̂5 �̂6 �̂7 �̂8 �̂9 �̂10 �T

= ��̂0,1 �0,2 �0,3 �3,4 �1,4 �4,2 �T �32�

4.6 Equation for Relative Angular Velocities. The relative
elocities �̂ of the joints can be calculated based on the values of
he absolute velocities � of the mobile links with:

��̂� =� GT

- - -
*GT

	��� �33�

For the mechanism in Fig. 1�a�, with the input �E= ��1�3�T and
utput �c= ��2�4�T Eq. �22� yields:



�̂5

�̂6

�̂7

- - -

�̂8

�̂9

�̂10

� =

�1

− i9i10�1 + �i9i10 + 1��3

�3

− i9�1 + i9�3

− �i9 + 1��1 + �i9 + 1��3

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

�i9 − i9i10��1 + �i9i10 − i9��3

� �34�

4.7 Orthogonallity Condition for Relative Angular
elocities. The following equation holds from the multiplication
f matrices I and �̂:

I�̂ = 0c �35�

here 0c is a �c�1� column matrix with zero entries
Equation �35� represents the orthogonallity condition for rela-

ive velocities: for every independent cycle the sum of relative
ngular velocities of the edges of the cycle is zero.It is obvious
hat when summating relative velocities �̂k= +�h−�t, each abso-
ute angular velocity �h and �t will show twice and have opposite
ign, therefore satisfying the above condition �35�.

Based on Eqs. �7� and �35�, the following relation between the
ngular velocities of the c meshing joints and the n velocities of
he revolute joints can be obtained:

�̂c = B �̂n �36�

This equation allows the set of c unknown relative angular
elocities �̂c to be calculated.

For the example mechanism in Fig. 1�a�, the two sets of parallel
ectors have their resultant scalars: �̂9= �̂5− �̂7− �̂8 for the first
ycle and �̂10=−�̂6+ �̂7+ �̂8 for the second cycle. Considering the

oment of each set of parallel vectors relative to the transfer
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�meshing� joints 9 and 10, and since the moment of each resultant
vector about a point along their line is zero, the following equality
holds:

Y�̂ = 0c �37�
Based on Eq. �10�, Eq. �37� becomes:

�Rc,n
*Oc,c ���̂� = �0c� �38�

Substituting Eq. �33� into �38�, Eq. �19� introduced earlier is
obtained.

The unknowns in Eq. �19� are the c output angular velocities,
and since c=k−n �c-circuits, n-mobile links, k-joints� is the small-
est number from the set of characteristics, for any parallel axes
EPG mechanism then the following general rule holds:

RULE 2. In the kinematic analysis of a planar epicyclic mecha-
nism, the use of incidence circuit-joint matrix from an oriented
graph and c transfer joints will always lead to a solution with a
minimum number of unknowns c.

In previous work �24,32� it was shown that for a complete
kinematic analysis of general planar mechanisms with both revo-
lute and prismatic joints, the minimum number of unknown pa-
rameters equals 2c, where c is the number of independent circuits
in the mechanism.

A circuit formulation of the equations of motion, suitable for
computer aided analysis, was developed in �33�.

5 Displacement Analysis for Gear Trains with Parallel
Axes of Rotation

5.1 Absolute Angular Displacements of Gears. � is a �n
�1� column matrix. Its entries are the absolute angular displace-
ments of all the links of the mechanism �gears and gear carriers�
relative to the fixed frame. For matrix � the partition is the same
as for the absolute angular velocities �

� = ��E �c �T �39�

The unknown entries in the column matrix �c are obtained by
solving the matrix equation:

��c� = − �0L�−1�Lc,E���E� �40�

5.2 Relative Angular Displacements of Gears �̂. The solu-
tion for relative angular displacement entries in the �k�1� column

matrix �̂ is further obtained as function of absolute angular dis-
placements �:

��̂� =� GT

- - -
*GT

	��� �41�

For the mechanism in Fig. 1�a� and in the case of input param-
eters �1 and �3 the relative angular positions will be:

��0,1 �0,2 �0,3 �3,4 �1,4 �4,2 �T = ��1 − i9 i10�1 + �i9i10

+ 1��3 �3 − i9�1 + i9�3 − �i9 + 1��1 + �i9 + 1��3�i9 − i9i10��1

+ �i9i10 − i9��3�T �42�

6 Acceleration Analysis for Gear Trains With Parallel
Axes of Rotation

6.1 Absolute Angular Acceleration Matrix. � is a �n�1�
matrix whose entries are the absolute accelerations of all links
relative to the fixed frame. If the mechanism has E degrees of
freedom, then E values for the absolute accelerations must be
assumed known. Following an earlier approach, the partition of
matrix � will be:

� = ��E �c �T �43�

For the mechanism Fig. 1�a� this matrix becomes:
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� = ��1 �2 �3 �4 �T �44�
In general, for an EGT mechanism with parallel axes of rota-

ion, the matrix equation for accelerations can be written as:

�� = 0c �45�

6.2 Solution of Absolute Angular Acceleration Equations.
he c absolute accelerations required in any dynamic analysis of

he mechanism can be easily computed with the following equa-
ion:

��c� = − �0L�−1�Lc,E���E� �46�

6.3 Relative Angular Accelerations. �̂ Based on the previ-
usly calculated absolute accelerations, the relative accelerations
etween gears or gears and carriers can be further computed with:

��̂� =� GT

- - -
*GT

	��� �47�

For the mechanism in Fig. 1�a� with input parameters �E
��1 �3 �T the relative angular accelerations will therefore be:

��0,1 �0,2 �0,3 �3,4 �1,4 �4,2 �T = ��1 − i9i10�1 + �i9i10

+ 1��3 �3 − i9�1 + i9�3 − �i9 + 1��1 + �i9 + 1��3�i9 − i9i10��1

+ �i9i10 − i9��3�T �48�

ig. 3 Ravigneaux epicyclic transmission: „a… mechanism and
b… graph and circuits

ig. 4 Ferguson paradox: „a… mechanism and „b… graph and

ircuits
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7 Examples

7.1 Ravigneaux Gear Transmission. The Ravigneaux EPG
mechanism shown in Fig. 3�a� has n=6 mobile links: �1, 2, 3, 4, 5,
6�, kr=6 turning joints: �7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12� and c=4 meshing
�transfer� joints: �13, 14, 15, 16�. The number of degrees of free-
dom E=3n−2kr–c=2 are the number of inputs in the sequence of
activated brakes B1, B2 and clutches C1, C2. The teeth ratios are:
i13=N1 /N6=d1 /d6; i14=N6 /N5�=d6 /d5�; i15=N2 /N5�=d2 /d5�; i16
=N5� /N3=d5� /d3. In Fig. 3�b� the graph and in dotted lines the
transfer edges �meshing joints�, which are removed to obtain the
spanning tree, are illustrated.

The reduced incidence matrix and the path matrices of the
graph are:

�G *G � = �
1 0 0 0 0 0 − 1 0 0 0

0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 − 1 0

0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1

0 1 0 0 − 1 − 1 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 − 1

0 0 0 0 1 0 1 − 1 0 0

�
�49�

Z = �
− 1 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 − 1 − 1 − 1

0 − 1 0 0 0 0

0 0 − 1 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 − 1

0 0 0 0 − 1 0

� �50�

while the independent circuit matrix I and the joint position ma-
trix Y are:

I =

C13

C14

C15

C16

�
1 − 1 0 0 − 1 0 1 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 1 − 1 0 1 0 0

0 − 1 1 0 0 − 1 0 0 1 0

0 1 0 − 1 0 1 0 0 0 1
� = �B *U �

�51�

Y = �
y13,7 − y13,8 0 0 − y13,11

0 0 0 0 y14,11 − y14,12

0 − y15,8 y15,9 0 0 − y15,12

0 y16,8 0 − y16,10 0 y16,12

�
��

y13,13

y14,14

y15,15

y16,16

= �R *0 � �52�

Equation �19�, for absolute angular velocities:

�
− i13 0 0 i13 + 1 0 − 1

0 0 0 i14 + 1 − 1 − i14

0 − i15 0 i15 + 1 − 1 0

0 0 1 i16 − 1 − i16 0
� · 
�1

]

�6
� =


0

0

0

0
� �53�

To the E=2 input parameters correspond the following clutch-
brake combinations �34�:

First speed. Input �clutch C1, and brake B2� :�E= ��1 �4�T

T
= ��1 0� . Output:
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�c =

�2

�3

�5

�6

� = �1

− i13i14/i15

i13i14i16

i13i14

− i13

�
Second speed. Input �brake B1, and clutch C2�: �E= ��1 �2�T

�0 �2�T. Output:

�c =

�3

�4

�5

�6

� = �2

�i15 − i13i14i15i16�/�i13i14 + i15�

i15/�i13i14 + i15�
�i15 − i13i14i15�/�i13i14 + i15�
�i15 + i13i15�/�i13i14 + i15�

�
Third Speed. Input �clutch C1, and clutch C2�: �E= ��1 �2�T

��1 �1�T. Output:

�c = ��3 �4 �5 �6 �T = ��1 �1 �1 �1 �T

Equation �53� of absolute angular velocities becomes:

�
�1 0 i13 + 1 0 − 1

�2 0 i14 + 1 − 1 − i14

�3 0 i15 + 1 − 1 0

�4 1 i16 − 1 − i16 0
� ·


1
- - -
�3
]

�6

� =

0

0

0

0
�

with:��1 ¯ �4 � = �− i13�1 0 − i15�1 0 � �54�
The determinants obtained by removing one column at a time in

he Latin matrix:

1

�1
=

�3

− �3
=

�4

�4
=

�5

− �5
=

�6

�6

ave the same value: −�3=�4=−�5=�6= i13i14+ i15 and therefore
3=�4=�5=�6 which means that links 3, 4, 5 and 6 are rotating
s a whole for any input �E= ��1 �1�T

Reverse. Input �clutch C2, and brake B2�: �E= ��2 �4�T

��2 0�T. Output:

�c =

�1

�3

�5

�6

� = �2

− i15/i13i14

− i15i16

− i15

i15/i14

�
7.2 Ferguson’s Paradox. Ferguson’s mechanism �Fig. 4�a��

as n=5 mobile links: �1, 2, 3, 4, 5�, and has k=8 joints, of which
r=5 are turning joints: �6, 7, 8, 9, 10� and c=3 are meshing
transfer� joints: �11, 12, 13�. The mechanism has two degrees of
reedom: E=3n−2kr−c=2. The following velocity inputs are as-
umed: �1=10.472 rad/s, i.e, 100 rpm and �3=0, the same as in
ef. �8�. In addition, the following acceleration inputs are consid-
red: �1=−2.681 rad/s2, �3=0. For the teeth numbers of wheels 2,
, and 4: N2=100, N3=99, N4=101 and the number of teeth of the
ompound planet: N5�=N5�=N5�=20, the teeth ratios will be: i11
N5� /N2=20/100, i12=N5� /N3=20/99, i13=N5� /N4=20/101.
The graph associated to the mechanism is given in Fig. 4�b� and

he corresponding reduced-incidence and path matrices are:

�G *G � = �
1 0 0 0 − 1 0 0 0

0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0

0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0

0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 � �55�
0 0 0 0 1 − 1 − 1 − 1
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Z = �
− 1 0 0 0 − 1

0 − 1 0 0 0

0 0 − 1 0 0

0 0 0 − 1 0

0 0 0 0 − 1
� �56�

The independent-circuit matrix I, and the joint-positions matrix
Y are:

I =

C11

C12

C13
�1 − 1 0 0 1 1 0 0

1 0 − 1 0 1 0 1 0

1 0 0 − 1 1 0 0 1
� = �B *U �

Y = �y11,6 − y11,7 0 0 y11,10

y12,6 0 − y12,8 0 y12,10

y13,6 0 0 − y13,9 y13,10

y11,11 0 0

0 y12,12 0

0 0 y13,13
� = �R *0 �

For the input velocities: �E= ��1 �2 �T= �10.472 0 �T, Equation
�19� becomes:

��− i11 − 1� 1 0 0 i11

�− i12 − 1� 0 1 0 i12

�− i13 − 1� 0 0 1 i13
� ·


�1

�2
- - -
�3

�4

�5

� = 
0

0

0
� �57�

and has the solution:

�c = ��3

�4

�5

 = �1
1 − i12/i11

1 − i13/i11

1 + 1/i11
� = 
− 0.1058

0.1037

62.8320
�

Equation �57� further becomes:

��1 0 0 i11

�2 1 0 i12

�3 0 1 i13
�


1
- - -
�3

�4

�5

� = 
0

0

0
�

with: 
�1

�2

�3
� = 
− �i11 + 1��1 + �2

− �i12 + 1��1

− �i13 + 1��1
� �58�

The determinants obtained removing one column at a time in
the Latin matrix �Eq. �58�� are evaluated to determine potential
groups of wheels rotating as a whole:

1

�1
=

�3

− �3
=

�4

�4
=

�5

− �5

1

�0 0 i11

1 0 i12

0 1 i13
�

=
�3

− ��1 0 i11

�2 0 i12

�3 1 i13
�

=
�4

��1 0 i11

�2 1 i12

�3 0 i13
�

=
�5

− ��1 0 0

�2 1 0

�3 0 1
�

�59�
and can be concluded that:

�a� if i12= i13 then −�3=�4, and therefore equal values result for
the angular velocities: �3=�4 and wheels 3 and 4 are rotating as
a whole for any input: �E= ��1 �2 �T
�b� if i11= i12= i13 and �2=0 �wheel 2 fixed� then: −�3=�4=0,
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nd therefore �3=�4=0 �wheel 3 and 4 remain fixed� for any
nput:�E= ��1 0 �T. For the input angular accelerations: �E

��1 �2 �T= �−2.681 0 �T, Eq. �45� now becomes:

��− i11 − 1� 1 0 0 i11

�− i12 − 1� 0 1 0 i12

�− i13 − 1� 0 0 1 i13
� ·


�1

�2
- - -
�3

�4

�5

� = 
0

0

0
� �60�

nd the solution �46� yields:

�c = 
�3

�4

�5
� = �1
1 − i12/i11

1 − i13/i11

1 + 1/i11
� = 
 0.0271

− 0.0265

− 16.0860
� �61�

his is called Ferguson’s paradox because �3 and �4 are of close
alues but have opposite signs, and have a high reduction ratio
elative to the driving carrier 1.

Conclusions
A novel technique for angular positions, velocities, and accel-

rations analysis of parallel-axes epicyclic gear trains has been
resented. The method is based on the transfer-joint, link-joint and
ircuit-joint incidence matrix of the oriented graph associated with
he mechanism. Based on a set of circuits �which is the base of a
ycle matroid derived from the oriented graph attached to the
echanism�, the independent set of kinematic equations in a mini-
um number of variables can be generated. Following the pro-

osed approach, the Latin matrix, having its entries as functions of
peed ratios, can then be automatically calculated. Any possible
ingularity of the mechanism can then be determined in a system-
tic way by checking the rank of this Latin matrix. Using the same
ase of circuits of the cycle matroid, an independent set of matrix
quations for acceleration analysis can be generated easily and
uickly.

The proposed technique is very well suited to computer imple-
entation and allows an automatic generation of the kinematic

quations of any epicyclic transmission with any number of gears
nd degrees of freedom.
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